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Sun rays come as nature's easel, giving brilliant color to what was hidden even under the passing starlit 

night. A new day has begun. 

Alex woke up and yawned, after using some utility spell on himself (A/N: Spell for daily use such as 

cleaning, etc.)  

''It is time to show them what a magical gunslinger is capable of in front of an army.'' 

He was grinning. That pleased smile was on his lips again and his eyes held a glint of craziness, like the 

eyes of someone that was about to go on a rampage. 

Silveria and Nyx who were observing their master couldn't help but have the same thought running 

through their minds at the moment.  

'He is like a bloodthirsty demon.'  

 Fortunately, Alex was not an idiot and kept his bloodlust in check not to alert the enemy, because it 

wouldn't be fun if he got spotted right away.  

''Let's go.''  

Leaving those words behind he stepped across the void unnoticed by any.  

However, the moment he stepped across the void something unexpected happened, time seemed to 

have slowed down, shocking him. 

''What the hell?" He muttered shocked. 

〖Master!〗 

〖Alex..〗 

Both Silveria and Nyx shouted his name further adding to his shock but before he could understand 

what was happening, his body slumped down and his soul was forcibly dragged somewhere. 

〖Dammit those goddesses are finally acting.〗Silveria was angry because she knew the culprit of Alex's 

current state. She was expecting, no they were expecting something like this but not this soon.  

While Silveria was cursing their carelessness she didn't feel her sister's presence. 

〖Hah! You're still the same Big sister. Please do knock some sense into them, I'll be cheering for you.〗 

Silveria said before moving to her entertainment room, this room was full of things from Earth. Using 

Alex's memories she created them and when she was bored, she often come here to play. Today she 

was going to play the Second Son. 

••••• 



Meanwhile, Alex who had his soul forcibly dragged somewhere appeared before a portal, his body 

automatically moved toward this portal. I think you should take a look at  

He passed forward through the impressive portal at the top of a pyramid. He was immediately met by a 

frightening world. The air was uncomfortable humid and hot, causing Alex to burst out in sweat 

immediately. The light plays tricks on his eyes as shadows from a new landscape making his imagination 

go wild. 

Uncharted territory as far as the eye can see, but some things may be best left a secret.  

Fairly nearby Alex smelled what must be the scents of creatures myths and legends are made of. Some 

have noticed him and their interest has peaked, but none moved toward him as if he was not worth 

their time. Dragons, phoenixes, and other mythical creatures roamed the sky dancing with a rainbow 

behind them. 

Alex was mesmerized by the beautiful spectacle but what brought him had another plan for him as his 

body moved forward toward a castle in the distance. Despite being in the Fake God realm he couldn't 

control his body much to his disbelief. This demonstrated that whoever called here, they're stronger 

than him.  

The castle walls were the strongest thing for miles around, yet when Alex looks carefully she noticed the 

stones. It is built of stones of varying sizes and shapes, each one unique. From a distance, it is a uniform 

grey, from up close it is a mosaic of humble rocks, each of them nobody would think anything of were 

they loose by the roadside. But together they are a castle, the crown of the landscape, and the protector 

of ancient peoples. 

Alex was dragged into the castle and passing through a long corridor he arrived at the throne hall. 

Magnificent braziers at the bottoms of each of the fourteen obsidian columns light up most of the 

throne hall and mantle the hall in warm yellows. The angelic paintings on the rounded ceiling dance in 

the flickering light while stone effigies look down upon the slate floor of this majestic hall. 

A maroon rug runs down from the throne and marks the closest spot people can stand when they 

address the royal highness while rectangular banners with embellished edges dangle gently from the 

walls. Between each banner hangs a torch, all but a few have been lit and in turn illuminated the wall 

paintings of gods and goddesses below them. 

Humble, washed glass windows are enclosed by draperies colored the same maroon as the banners. The 

curtains have been adorned with fine patterns and impressive needlework. 

A regal throne of granite sits behind a lavish gate of gilded wood and is adjoined by twelve equally lavish 

seats. 

The throne is covered in complicated etchings and fixed on each of the broad feet is a chiseled skull. The 

stiff pillows are a light maroon and these too have been adorned with burnished needlework. 

Alex's body which had been moving as if on autopilot mode stopped in the middle of the throne hall 

when suddenly there was a blinding light forcing Alex to shut his eyes and when he opened them again 

he was shocked to find out the empty seats filled with people, seven males, and six women. 



Just as Alex was about to look at them an immense pressure descended upon his body forcing him to 

kneel with his head lowered. He felt humiliated and his first impression of the group soured. 

He had a bad feeling. Or maybe that should be called conviction. He felt a chill as if the hair on his back 

stood on end, his instinct warned him to stay low for a moment, to endure it for now, and even if his 

Royal Asura's bloodline was seething in rage, ordering him to go on a rampage even if it means dying, 

Alex managed to control himself, he was not an idiot. 

Most of the Gods and Goddesses praised Alex's judgment. 

''Welcome mortal, for you to be in the presence of us Supreme beings should feel blessed, so kneel 

properly.'' An arrogant male voice resonated through the throne hall putting much pressure on Alex. 

Alex's eyes turned bloodshot and when he was about to forcibly raise his head in defiance, another 

voice chimed in, this time it was a female voice. 

''Stop it your attention whore or do you want me to remind you of your place?"  

''Ugh!"  
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While the male God trying to make a fool of Alex grunted in humiliation, Alex recognized the voice of the 

female Goddess, it was Mea the same goddess responsible for Alex's group reincarnations.  

Goddess Mea dispelled the pressure on Alex's body, even so, he had trouble looking at them because 

they were higher existences and they weren't hiding their strength. 

''We meet again Alexander Kael Touch. Welcome to God's meeting.'' Goddess Mea said while flashing 

Alex a brilliant smile. 



Meanwhile, there was another existence looking intensively at Alex as if she wished to swallow him 

whole, it was Nix the Goddess responsible for Eri's group reincarnations and also the Goddess that rules 

over death. Her curiosity about Alex and a certain being was overflowing so much that she secretly sent 

a clone of her into Alex's body as soon as she saw him, using the chance when Mea removed the 

pressure on Alex. She had to check, she had to know. 

Upon entering Alex's body she saw a black gate and without hesitation rushed into this portal what she 

saw inside was the abyss, in this abyss, there was a pair of giant blue eyes.  

The abyss with the giant eyes made the goddess recall a quote from somewhere. 

Gaze into the Abyss and the abyss would gaze back at you. 

This sentence was one full of meaning but for a goddess at Nix's level, this was something that she could 

ignore. 

But now, for the second time in her life, Nix understood the meaning of the fear. 

Fear. 

Endless and primal fear. 

As if sinking helplessly in a swamp with no hope of ever coming out. 

"Haahhh!!!!" 

Gazing into the humongous eyes that appeared from behind the door, tears of blood streamed from her 

face as a horrible memory that she had intentionally sealed flowed into her mind. 

"I am sorryIamsorryIamsorryIamsorry-." 

Like a broken record, she crouched down and hugged herself with a hollow expression and tears of 

blood streaming down her face. The endless apologies that streamed from her showed how shocked 

and traumatized she was. 

At this moment, her mind was so overwhelmed that she could barely think. But even as she continued 

to apologize, a small part of her mind was able to think and the more she did so the more she became 

scared. 

She screamed in her mind but could not bring herself to look back at the door. She had already decided 

to dissipate this avatar of her. 

Endless regret filled her heart and mind. 

Why did she have to gaze at this door despite Mea's countless warnings? 

Why? Why? Why? Why? Why? 

Nix entered a daze, as she felt even her most basic thinking capabilities collapsing. 

As a goddess, her thinking speed was something that even the greatest super calculator created by 

humans could never compare to. 



Even if it was only an avatar, a clone, her mind processed information at an insane speed. 

But now, she could feel all of this slowly leaving her. Her mind crawled until it nearly came to a halt even 

as the pressure and primordial fear in her vanished.I think you should take a look at  

Only silence was left. 

A heavy silence. 

As if a weight was pressing on her soul. 

From her crawling position, with her face filled with tears of blood, Nix slowly raised her head and 

looked up. 

What greeted her was the sight of a blurry entirely white figure sitting close to the door while 'looking at 

her.' 

*Crack* 

The moment she gazed at this figure, all her deepest fears were confirmed, making her mind reach the 

limit. 

She felt her mind breaking. Like a broken mirror, her avatar began to show fissures. 

As divinity left her body and was sucked into the eye of the door. 

 'I need to run! I need to escape from this place!' 

Run! Run! Run! 

She had to flee as fast as possible, this thing is the real deal unlike her. 

She must never mess with this guy and secretly protect him as Mea did. 

She had tried to directly send the information to her main body but she found that the link between the 

two of them had been completely cut. 

She then tried to destroy this avatar of her in the hope of surviving by turning into a mist but she was 

startled to see her body slowly dissipate. 

"No!" 

She immediately understood what was happening and fear once again occupied her mind when black 

poured out of the door and encircled her body before slowly dragging it back toward the door. 

"Nononononononono!" 

She wriggled, fought back, screamed, cursed, and even tried to claw at the ground as she was inevitably 

dragged closer and closer to the gate but to no avail. 

All her struggles were simply pointless. 

Even as she felt the power she accumulated after so long, Nix felt no anger, only fear, 



When she felt her body finally enter it, she could only turn toward the white figure that had stayed 

silent all this while and with a voice full of begging, 

"Please, I beg you I was just curious.'' 

The white figure answered her with a large smile. 

The disturbing picture of a large mouth opening on a faceless white figure was disturbing enough for 

anyone else to have a nightmare. 

"Please I will tell-!" 

*Boom* 

Her plea was cut short as she completely vanished behind the gate while said gate closed behind her. 

Now, the only people present in this place were Sol and the white figure. 

Then, the figure that had stayed sitting all this while slowly stood up and advanced toward Alex's 

location, turning into a beautiful woman none other than Nyx the Goddess of Death.  

Nobody can mess up with her thing or else endless regret awaits this person. Holding a small dark gray 

orb in her white hand Nyx smiled, at least she tried. The surrounding temperature plummeted as if 

afraid of their master's tentative to smile. 
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Back in the real world, Alex was looking at Goddess Mea and he couldn't help but admit that this woman 

was a hell of beauty, however, after being surrounded by beautiful women, the like of Maria, even 

Silveria and Nyx whose beauty was at the same level as Mea he had become immune to it.  

Goddess Mea nodded at how Alex wasn't flustered looking at her but somehow she was annoyed that 

Alex seemed immune to her beauty, unlike how he reacted the first time the young man did not show 

any reaction which annoyed her.  

However, she couldn't show it because it would be unbefitting her status.  

Just as Goddess Mea was about to open her mouth to begin the reason for them to forcibly summon 

Alex here something unexpected happened.  

 Nix who was seating on her left suddenly clutched her chest and her face paled alarming the others.  

''Nix what happened?'' Goddess Mea was the first to question her sister followed by the others. 

''What is going on?"  

''What is the problem?"  

However, Nix was not in the state to answer neither of them, she hurriedly departed, leaving the others 

shocked. I think you should take a look at  

'Don't worry nothing serious, continue the meeting without me.' Nix's strained voice rang out inside 

Goddess Mea's head making her frown.  

''Stop let's continue with the meeting.'' Goddess Mea stopped the other Gods and Goddesses from 

pursuing Nix.  

Alex was shocked by what was happening, he had trouble understanding what happened, why the 

white-haired goddess with red eyes looked like something important had been stolen from her.  

°°°°° 



Meanwhile, Nix teleported and appeared before a normal human house. She floated above this house 

observing it as if trying to check something but she was simply admiring her house. 

From the outside, this house looks very elegant. It has been built with tan bricks and has tan stone 

decorations. Short, wide windows let in plenty of light and have been added to the house in a fairly 

asymmetrical pattern. 

The house is equipped with an average kitchen and two modern bathrooms, it also has a fairly small 

living room, four bedrooms, a cozy dining room, a sunroom, and a roomy garage. 

The building is shaped like a T. The two extensions extend into cloth sunscreens reaching the end of that 

side of the house. 

The second floor is bigger than the first, which creates several overhanging parts on several sides of the 

house. This floor has a different style than the floor below. 

The roof is high and pyramid shaped and is covered with grey roof tiles. Two small chimneys sit at the 

side of the house. A few round, small windows let in enough light to the rooms below the roof. 

The house itself is surrounded by paved ground, with an outdoor eating and relaxing space and various 

potted plants. 

 After admiring her house built using the mortal house as a template Nix teleported to her bedroom and 

unlike what one would have expected of the room of the Goddess who governed over death it was 

surprisingly warm.  

If you walked in a forest at first light, if you let the awakening green hues into your soul, that would be 

the sense that was her bedroom. There was a calmness, a serenity, a feeling of optimism. 

As soon as Nix walked into her room she clutched her chest and vomited a mouthful of black blood, she 

tried to reach the nearby wall but failed to do so. 

Nix's vision went blurry as tears filled her eyes as intense pain assaulted her. Biting the pain was barely 

an option as agonizing cramps seemed to crush her insides from within. Panic slowly took over as, for a 

moment, a way out of this pain began to seem more and more unrealistic. 

She had not felt pain since a long time ago, so long that this feeling seemed almost foreign to the 

goddess. 

It took them a minute or two to gather her composure, but conflicting thoughts still plagued her mind. 

She felt thirsty and tired and sweat stains were visible now, the feeling of pain continued to torment her 

as she lost part of her divinity. Divinity is what makes them different and more powerful than normal 

God because only higher-level beings can possess divinity. Therefore losing part of one divinity is 

something one should never do because getting back is more difficult than acquiring, especially now 

that the Chaos prince was trying to swallow everything.  

Naturally, losing a part of one's divinity means your power would be lowered, and so is your rank of 

Godhood, thankfully Nyx only took a fraction of Nix's divinity to teach her a lesson. Also, she didn't want 

to completely fallout with the gods as they could be used. By doing this to the curious goddess Nyx was 

certain that instead of seeking trouble with Alex because of the loss suffered under Nyx's hands, she 



would be curious instead trying to learn more about Alex, curious as to why he had such powerful 

existence protecting him and there is saying that when a woman was curious about a man, it was only a 

matter of time before she fell in love with that man. 

Nyx was aiming for this, having a pure-blooded Goddess under him would be beneficial for the future, 

the Goddess of death planned. If only Alex knew what plan Nyx was hatching he would have been 

shocked speechless not knowing whether to laugh or cry. 

Meanwhile, unaware of what Nyx had in mind, the injured goddess wiped the blood from the corner of 

her mouth and her eyes shone, instead of feeling pain she was in awe. She wanted to learn more about 

this woman, she had the feeling that her strength that has been stagnant for a while would progress, 

and her dominion over death would increase if she could observe this person. To do so she had to get 

closer to the boy whom this person contacted and Nix got the perfect plan, she remembered a certain 

flat-chested girl former classmate of Alex she could put to good use.  

''Fufufu! I'll make her my champion to fully use her. Fufufu! wait for me master I shall join you soon.'' 

Nix laughed as she walked into the bathroom.  

The bathroom was a place of washing, of nurturing our sanity with the sensation of warm water and 

aromatic soaps. For the body must feel loved and cared for, for then it feeds back these messages to the 

brain and begins to set up a positive cycle of wellness. 

''Soaking in that heated water, feeling it hug every inch of skin so gently, breathing in the aroma of the 

bubble bath... it was my heaven... my mini-vacation... a place to breathe deeply and let my inner peace 

return,'' Nix muttered as she continued soaking in the heated bath.  

''Let's quickly finish the bath and join the others.'' Nix wasn't worried to miss out on anything from the 

ongoing meeting because this room was special, time here was accelerated, even if she were to spend 

one hour here only a minute would have passed outside, it was why she was leisurely taking her time 

while also organizing her thoughts, let's not forget that she was recovering as well. 
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One hour later Nix finished with her bath and was now dressed in fancy medieval clothes.  

Her delicate dress flowed from top to bottom and has a round neckline, which harmoniously reveals the 

elegant dress worn below it. The delicate, corset of her dress covered her stomach where the 

continuous flow was broken up by a dark rope belt worn fairly low around her waist. 

Below the rope belt, the dress opens up to the left and reveals the dress below. The front of the top 

dress is shorter at the front and curves outwards, the back continues to flow a small length behind her 

and ends in a broad tip. 

Her sleeves are almost the length of her arms and incredibly wide, their flow is broken up below the 

shoulder where they change color and where they're divided by dark, elegant bands, these are the same 

fabric and color used to outline the bottom and neckline of the dress. 

In a flash, she teleported from her house to the pantheon of gods, where the meeting was taking place, 

and as expected only two minutes passed.  

The moment she walked in, all eyes were on her as if to appraise her state but when she snorted they all 

went back to what they were doing. 

Goddess Mea breathed in a sigh of relief upon seeing her sister and friend reappearing albeit a little 

weakened she seemed fine.  

''The reason we called you here is to remind you to quickly act, this world must not be conquered by 

that lizard or else all the lower worlds will be lost as well.'' Goddess Mea warned him, the others nodded 

as if sharing the same thought.  

''So you've called simply to state what I already know?" Alex asked with a sneer.  

The others glared at Alex as if to swallow him because of him being disrespectful toward them but 

Goddess Mea raised her arm, stopping. 

''You are right, we have called you because of something else.'' She announced. 

Alex nodded before asking. 

''So what do you have to ask me?" 

''As you know in order to completely get rid of the enemy we must use everything we can. We the Gods, 

servants of the Supreme beings have decided to choose a champion, the champion will acquire a part of 

the contracted God's power-"  



Before Goddess Mea could finish her explanation Alex stopped her and continued. 

''The champion will have to serve the God he serves, basically becoming a slave that barks at the call of 

his master whenever he wants. Did my analysis is right?" Alex asked with a mocking sneer on his face.  

The Gods were enraged by Alex's arrogance and couldn't take it anymore.  

''How dare you a mere human to talk arrogantly to us?"  

''Know your place you ignorant mortal. You are too ignorant to talk.''  

Another one eloquently declared.  

''Ignorance was actually a kind of happiness, just like how some people believed that they weren't 

brainwashed, but in fact, they were always accepting the intelligence of the brainwashing. Some people 

believed that they were the ones who controlled their fate, but weren't aware that everything they did 

was predetermined in their lives. The more one knew, the more pain one would suffer from. But the 

problem was that almost no one knew whether they truly understood the truth of fate in this world… 

just like who was standing at this place now.'' 

Alex laughed upon hearing the last God's comment, so much so that he shouted. 

''Spring makes way for autumn. Ripe fruits will fall one day while new sprouts will grow on withered 

branches. Ignoring the beautiful view and simply immersing oneself in past dreams is acceptable. But it 

is a behavior of foolish arrogance if one harms the delicate, fragile sprout due to illusory dreams. You 

are too outdated, stop trying to control everything. I refuse I don't want to play by your rules.'' 

If previously the gods were trying to control themselves, this time they couldn't control.  

''Die you, insolent mortal.''  

One of them try to attack Alex by releasing her full strength but it happened at that moment. 

BOOM!  

At that moment a powerful aura burst out from Alex's body counterattacking the pressure trying to 

destroy Alex's.  

Nyx arrived putting the stolen divinity into Alex's body, making his strength skyrocket. 

[Alexander (Alex) Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger  

Age: 20 

Male 

Race: Royal Asura (A/N: I came up with this bloodline because of the mix of his original bloodlines: High 

Human, High Elf, Asura, and Dragon) 

Rank 16 

Level 20 [False God]  



Experience Value (XP): 50000/1M 

MP: 33000/33000 

 SE: 7200/7200I think you should take a look at  

Magic: Time/Space/Wind/Light/Darkness/Flame/Ice/Void/Silver Energy/Spirit/Lightning 

ATK: 10100 

DEF: 9100 

AGI: 8100 

INT: 6100 

LUK: 3120 

BP: 40 

SP: 6 

Gifts: Death guns/Eternal Chain 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 7] [Dual 

Wielding Level 2] [Knife Art Level 6] [Link Level 5] [Gunslinger Art Level Level 5] [Undying Body Level 10] 

[Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Special Attributes Bullet] (A/N: All the previous special bullets are 

combined into this skill for efficient.) [Mana Convergence Level 5] [Chain Art Level 5] [Spirit Art Level 1] 

[All Poisons Resistance Level 8] [Lightning Degree Level 3] [Night Walking Level 5] (New) 

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] [Erase] 

[Magic Bullet] [Snatch] [Hellsing!!!] [Xerox] [Death Bullet (???)] [Absolute Time Domain] [Eye of Truth 

Level 10] [Royal Asura Forms] [Mana's Body] [Void Steps] [Devour] [Alter Ego] [Gun Art Ultimate Form: 

???] [Reaper Chains] [Illusion World] [Nemesis's Eye] [Nemesis's Domain] [Eternal Domain] [Yydrassil's 

Blessing] [Asura's Devil's Eye] [D???????] (Currently sealed: Condition of unsealing, reaching the Higher 

World) 

Unique abilities: Absolute Duo (A/N: Temporarily name until you help me find a better name.) 

Synchronization rate:  

[Luna Heart: 97%] 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached)  

[Maria Alexia Rosares: 97%] 

[Sakuya Mio Hishimiya: 95%] 

[Sera Olivia Wexon: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached)  

[Gracier Alexandra Touch: 100%]  

[Kuina E. Foxia 100%]  



[Eris Wolfang 72%]  

[Lilith E. Astaroth 31%]  

[Incursio: 100%] [Perfect synchronization rate: 124%] 

[Nemesis Silveria: 85%] 

[Nyx: 20%] 

[Noire: 40%] 

[Saeko: 89%] 

[Typhania E. Malia: 20%] ??? 

[Alice: 55%] 

[Althea: 30%] 

°°°°°° 

/Enhanced: Ability enabling its owner to convert the same skill into skill points and strengthen the same 

skill. 

Possibility of generating a higher level skill if ESP is used to upgrade a skill. 

????? (Conditions are not met for this to be unlocked) 

??? (...) 

ES (Enhanced Skill Point): 0 

°°°°° 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] [World Wolf owner] [Genius] 

[The One that saw] [Slaughterer] [Genius] [Copycat] [The one on the transcending role] [The Irregular] 

[Holy Elven Guardian] [Poison Immunity] [Fox Master] [Holy son of Destruction] [Progenitor] 

Alex didn't have the time to think, he immediately let Nyx take control of his body and by doing so, a 

terrifying pressure descended upon the throne hall making the Gods and Goddess's skin crawl. 

They felt an immense feeling of danger as if any wrong move and they could die.  

Goddess Mea sweated and was about to open her mouth to meditate but Nyx controlling Alex's body 

asked with her head tilted to the side.  

''What did you just say?"  
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Every single God and goddess present feel threatened.  

Then, the entire world before them changed instantly! 

The sky, earth, and everything from before disappeared. All of it was enveloped in pitch-black darkness 

and only dots of starlight flickered around them. It seemed as though Alex (Nyx) had thrown them into 

outer space at this very instant. Upon realizing it, they revealed a flustered and stunned expression. 

They realized that the power they counted on the most was slowly vanishing! 

''!!!!" 

For the first time in a while the gods felt fear gripping their hearts threatening their sanity, they couldn't 

believe that they existed something other than the supreme beings and that abomination capable of 

making them feel fear.  

Nix's body shuddered and unlike the others, apart from the feeling of fear she was feeling another thing, 

it is excitation, she was excited, so much that she couldn't help shaking. She could feel Nyx's gaze pierce 

through her very essence, threatening her core and it was exhilarating, so much so that she got an 

orgasm. 

''I have asked you a question. Repeat what you said previously, you want to kill my contractor you fake 

product?" For some reason, Alex (Nyx) was being more aggressive than usual and thanks to this the gods 

were able to pierce together her identity and they feel more fear. 

The rumors weren't an exaggeration at all, despite losing her divinity since eon ago she was still this 

powerful, no wonder the ancient said to never anger this person that even the Chaos Prince, the most 

ruthless, the bringer of calamity want and dreaded. 

The goddess who said those words previously were panic-stricken not knowing what to do and it 

happened that moment. 

The goddess's pupils dilated as at the same moment, she appeared before her and grabbed her head. 

Bam! 

She thrashed her face into the ground, bursting it with pieces of stones and concrete. Before she could 

release a cry, she pulled her out and tossed her into the air. She followed her in the air, her knee 

crashing into her belly.  

Her mouth fell open, and blood sprayed out.  

She tumbled to the ground, her body convulsing with pain.  



"Ple…please spare me!" The goddess begged. The pain had wiped out her smugness and any divine 

bearing, replacing it with the sensation of approaching death.  

"And why would I do such a thing?"  

She asked as he slowly approached her like the grim reaper. He might not be wielding a scythe, but that 

only made her appear far more menacing just like her divine name.  

Alex (Nyx) appeared before the frightening goddess and pierced her stomach with his hand for a 

moment before sending her flying. Everything happened so fast that none of God could react their 

comrade was writhing in pain on the ground. 

A burning sensation radiated from their chest. A fist clamped onto their skin, nails digging deep into the 

flesh in search of relief from this agony. What if there was no end to this pain? What if it got worse? 

These thoughts alone were enough to get their heart racing faster, never mind the pain itself. They 

paused for a moment and took a deep breath. Perhaps if they could shift their focus away from the pain 

it'd be easier to manage. 

It had seemed like the pain had been there forever and in a way, they were getting used to it, but at the 

same time, the fact it might stick a little while longer was terrifying. They told themselves it'd be over 

soon, whether that was true or not was irrelevant as it gave them the necessary strength to deal with it 

nonetheless. 

As if content with this Alex (Nyx) snapped his fingers bringing everyone back.  

Before the gods could say anything Goddess Mea glared at them shutting them up and they could only 

swallow any word they had to say. 

As soon as Nyx handed over the control of his body to him Alex could feel strength coursing through his 

body, unexpectedly his level went up by several levels. 

Others may mistakenly believe that Nyx was enraged it was why she did what she did but Alex knows it 

was because she wished to increase his strength. 

The proof is his current status. Alex's eyes turned round when he checked his current stats. 

[Alexander (Alex) Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger  

Age: 20 

ƥandasnovel.com Male 

Race: Royal Asura (A/N: I came up with this bloodline because of the mix of his original bloodlines: High 

Human, High Elf, Asura, and Dragon) 

Rank 16 

Level 210 [False God]  

Experience Value (XP): 10000/1M 



MP: 38000/38000 

SE: 7700/7700 

Magic: Time/Space/Wind/Light/Darkness/Flame/Ice/Void/Silver Energy/Spirit/Lightning 

ATK: 11000 

DEF: 9500 

AGI: 9000 

INT: 6200I think you should take a look at  

LUK: 3120 

BP: 140 

SP: 16 

Gifts: Death guns/Eternal Chain 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 7] [Dual 

Wielding Level 2] [Knife Art Level 6] [Link Level 5] [Gunslinger Art Level Level 5] [Undying Body Level 10] 

[Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Special Attributes Bullet] (A/N: All the previous special bullets are 

combined into this skill for efficient.) [Mana Convergence Level 5] [Chain Art Level 5] [Spirit Art Level 1] 

[All Poisons Resistance Level 8] [Lightning Degree Level 3] [Night Walking Level 5] (New) 

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] [Erase] 

[Magic Bullet] [Snatch] [Hellsing!!!] [Xerox] [Death Bullet (???)] [Absolute Time Domain] [Eye of Truth 

Level 10] [Royal Asura Forms] [Mana's Body] [Void Steps] [Devour] [Alter Ego] [Gun Art Ultimate Form: 

???] [Reaper Chains] [Illusion World] [Nemesis's Eye] [Nemesis's Domain] [Eternal Domain] [Yydrassil's 

Blessing] [Asura's Devil's Eye] [D???????] (Currently sealed: Condition of unsealing, reaching the Higher 

World) 

Unique abilities: Absolute Duo (A/N: Temporarily name until you help me find a better name.) 

Synchronization rate:  

[Luna Heart: 97%] 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached)  

[Maria Alexia Rosares: 97%] 

[Sakuya Mio Hishimiya: 95%] 

[Sera Olivia Wexon: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached)  

[Gracier Alexandra Touch: 100%]  

[Kuina E. Foxia 100%]  

[Eris Wolfang 72%]  



[Lilith E. Astaroth 31%]  

[Incursio: 100%] [Perfect synchronization rate: 124%] 

[Nemesis Silveria: 85%] 

[Nyx: 20%] 

[Noire: 40%] 

[Saeko: 89%] 

[Typhania E. Malia: 20%] ??? 

[Alice: 55%] 

[Althea: 30%] 

°°°°°° 

/Enhanced: Ability enabling its owner to convert the same skill into skill points and strengthen the same 

skill. 

Possibility of generating a higher level skill if ESP is used to upgrade a skill. 

????? (Conditions are not met for this to be unlocked) 

??? (...) 

ES (Enhanced Skill Point): 0 

°°°°° 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] [World Wolf owner] [Genius] 

[The One that saw] [Slaughterer] [Genius] [Copycat] [The one on the transcending role] [The Irregular] 

[Holy Elven Guardian] [Poison Immunity] [Fox Master] [Holy son of Destruction] [Progenitor] [God's 

Scammer] (New) 

Ignoring the weird title he got, Alex licked his lips as he observed the Gods thinking that they're the best 

tonic out there and he would not mind tasting a few more.  

The Gods were enraged as they could feel Alex looking at them as if they were some kind of tasty candy 

but because Goddess Mea was glaring at them asking them to tone it down they could only reluctantly 

agree.  

To think a weak human on the path to godhood would look down on them, how infuriating. It was 

because of this that the majority of them failed to detect that Alex's current bloodline was different, 

purer, and more deadly than the original one they gave him. Only Goddess Mea and Nix noticed the 

abnormality, the first one became cautious, Alex's value increased a lot more than intended which was 

why she was ready to suffer some loss to have him on their side.  



As for Nix the second one to detect Alex's new bloodline she didn't care, all she cared about was Nyx, 

the real Death goddess, Alex is just a means to get closer to her. 

Goddess Mea cleared up her throat and with just a gesture of her hands some people appeared to drag 

the unconscious Goddess with them to receive a treatment.  

She heaved a sigh before looking at Alex who seemed unafraid, he was even grinning, she felt a 

headache coming.  

Meanwhile, Alex who was sweating inwardly knew better not show his flustered side before the 

opponent not to lose the initiative in this negotiation. He got the lead thanks to Nyx's outburst so he had 

to maintain the facade not to get played. At the end of the day, he was nothing but a weakling, a chess 

piece who was trying to become a player, he had to make use of every opportunity. 

''So what do you want to do because I refuse to become your champion? Give me something useful first 

and I'll think about it.''  

His sentence means he did not entirely close the door to their proposal which delighted them. The 

second step to gain more in this negotiation had been taken. 
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Alex didn't have the time to think, he immediately let Nyx take control of his body and by doing so, a 

terrifying pressure descended upon the throne hall making the Gods and Goddess's skin crawl. 

They felt an immense feeling of danger as if any wrong move and they could die.  

Goddess Mea sweated and was about to open her mouth to meditate but Nyx controlling Alex's body 

asked with her head tilted to the side.  

''What did you just say?"  

Every single God and goddess present feel threatened.  

Then, the entire world before them changed instantly! 

The sky, earth, and everything from before disappeared. All of it was enveloped in pitch-black darkness 

and only dots of starlight flickered around them. It seemed as though Alex (Nyx) had thrown them into 

outer space at this very instant. Upon realizing it, they revealed a flustered and stunned expression. 

They realized that the power they counted on the most was slowly vanishing! 

''!!!!" 

For the first time in a while the gods felt fear gripping their hearts threatening their sanity, they couldn't 

believe that they existed something other than the supreme beings and that abomination capable of 

making them feel fear.  

Nix's body shuddered and unlike the others, apart from the feeling of fear she was feeling another thing, 

it is excitation, she was excited, so much that she couldn't help shaking. She could feel Nyx's gaze pierce 



through her very essence, threatening her core and it was exhilarating, so much so that she got an 

orgasm. 

''I have asked you a question. Repeat what you said previously, you want to kill my contractor you fake 

product?" For some reason, Alex (Nyx) was being more aggressive than usual and thanks to this the gods 

were able to pierce together her identity and they feel more fear. 

The rumors weren't an exaggeration at all, despite losing her divinity since eon ago she was still this 

powerful, no wonder the ancient said to never anger this person that even the Chaos Prince, the most 

ruthless, the bringer of calamity want and dreaded. 

The goddess who said those words previously were panic-stricken not knowing what to do and it 

happened that moment. 

The goddess's pupils dilated as at the same moment, she appeared before her and grabbed her head. 

Bam! 

She thrashed her face into the ground, bursting it with pieces of stones and concrete. Before she could 

release a cry, she pulled her out and tossed her into the air. She followed her in the air, her knee 

crashing into her belly.  

Her mouth fell open, and blood sprayed out.  

She tumbled to the ground, her body convulsing with pain.  

"Ple…please spare me!" The goddess begged. The pain had wiped out her smugness and any divine 

bearing, replacing it with the sensation of approaching death.  

"And why would I do such a thing?"  

ƥandasnovel.com She asked as he slowly approached her like the grim reaper. He might not be wielding 

a scythe, but that only made her appear far more menacing just like her divine name.  

Alex (Nyx) appeared before the frightening goddess and pierced her stomach with his hand for a 

moment before sending her flying. Everything happened so fast that none of God could react their 

comrade was writhing in pain on the ground. 

A burning sensation radiated from their chest. A fist clamped onto their skin, nails digging deep into the 

flesh in search of relief from this agony. What if there was no end to this pain? What if it got worse? 

These thoughts alone were enough to get their heart racing faster, never mind the pain itself. They 

paused for a moment and took a deep breath. Perhaps if they could shift their focus away from the pain 

it'd be easier to manage. 

It had seemed like the pain had been there forever and in a way, they were getting used to it, but at the 

same time, the fact it might stick a little while longer was terrifying. They told themselves it'd be over 

soon, whether that was true or not was irrelevant as it gave them the necessary strength to deal with it 

nonetheless. 

As if content with this Alex (Nyx) snapped his fingers bringing everyone back.  



Before the gods could say anything Goddess Mea glared at them shutting them up and they could only 

swallow any word they had to say. 

As soon as Nyx handed over the control of his body to him Alex could feel strength coursing through his 

body, unexpectedly his level went up by several levels. 

Others may mistakenly believe that Nyx was enraged it was why she did what she did but Alex knows it 

was because she wished to increase his strength. 

The proof is his current status. Alex's eyes turned round when he checked his current stats. 

[Alexander (Alex) Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger  

Age: 20 

Male 

Race: Royal Asura (A/N: I came up with this bloodline because of the mix of his original bloodlines: High 

Human, High Elf, Asura, and Dragon) 

Rank 16 

Level 210 [False God]  

Experience Value (XP): 10000/1M 

MP: 38000/38000 

SE: 7700/7700 

Magic: Time/Space/Wind/Light/Darkness/Flame/Ice/Void/Silver Energy/Spirit/Lightning 

ATK: 11000 

DEF: 9500 

AGI: 9000 

INT: 6200I think you should take a look at  

LUK: 3120 

BP: 140 

SP: 16 

Gifts: Death guns/Eternal Chain 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 7] [Dual 

Wielding Level 2] [Knife Art Level 6] [Link Level 5] [Gunslinger Art Level Level 5] [Undying Body Level 10] 

[Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Special Attributes Bullet] (A/N: All the previous special bullets are 

combined into this skill for efficient.) [Mana Convergence Level 5] [Chain Art Level 5] [Spirit Art Level 1] 

[All Poisons Resistance Level 8] [Lightning Degree Level 3] [Night Walking Level 5] (New) 



Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] [Erase] 

[Magic Bullet] [Snatch] [Hellsing!!!] [Xerox] [Death Bullet (???)] [Absolute Time Domain] [Eye of Truth 

Level 10] [Royal Asura Forms] [Mana's Body] [Void Steps] [Devour] [Alter Ego] [Gun Art Ultimate Form: 

???] [Reaper Chains] [Illusion World] [Nemesis's Eye] [Nemesis's Domain] [Eternal Domain] [Yydrassil's 

Blessing] [Asura's Devil's Eye] [D???????] (Currently sealed: Condition of unsealing, reaching the Higher 

World) 

Unique abilities: Absolute Duo (A/N: Temporarily name until you help me find a better name.) 

Synchronization rate:  

[Luna Heart: 97%] 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached)  

[Maria Alexia Rosares: 97%] 

[Sakuya Mio Hishimiya: 95%] 

[Sera Olivia Wexon: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached)  

[Gracier Alexandra Touch: 100%]  

[Kuina E. Foxia 100%]  

[Eris Wolfang 72%]  

[Lilith E. Astaroth 31%]  

[Incursio: 100%] [Perfect synchronization rate: 124%] 

[Nemesis Silveria: 85%] 

[Nyx: 20%] 

[Noire: 40%] 

[Saeko: 89%] 

[Typhania E. Malia: 20%] ??? 

[Alice: 55%] 

[Althea: 30%] 

°°°°°° 

/Enhanced: Ability enabling its owner to convert the same skill into skill points and strengthen the same 

skill. 

Possibility of generating a higher level skill if ESP is used to upgrade a skill. 

????? (Conditions are not met for this to be unlocked) 

??? (...) 



ES (Enhanced Skill Point): 0 

°°°°° 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] [World Wolf owner] [Genius] 

[The One that saw] [Slaughterer] [Genius] [Copycat] [The one on the transcending role] [The Irregular] 

[Holy Elven Guardian] [Poison Immunity] [Fox Master] [Holy son of Destruction] [Progenitor] [God's 

Scammer] (New) 

Ignoring the weird title he got, Alex licked his lips as he observed the Gods thinking that they're the best 

tonic out there and he would not mind tasting a few more.  

The Gods were enraged as they could feel Alex looking at them as if they were some kind of tasty candy 

but because Goddess Mea was glaring at them asking them to tone it down they could only reluctantly 

agree.  

To think a weak human on the path to godhood would look down on them, how infuriating. It was 

because of this that the majority of them failed to detect that Alex's current bloodline was different, 

purer, and more deadly than the original one they gave him. Only Goddess Mea and Nix noticed the 

abnormality, the first one became cautious, Alex's value increased a lot more than intended which was 

why she was ready to suffer some loss to have him on their side.  

As for Nix the second one to detect Alex's new bloodline she didn't care, all she cared about was Nyx, 

the real Death goddess, Alex is just a means to get closer to her. 

Goddess Mea cleared up her throat and with just a gesture of her hands some people appeared to drag 

the unconscious Goddess with them to receive a treatment.  

She heaved a sigh before looking at Alex who seemed unafraid, he was even grinning, she felt a 

headache coming.  

Meanwhile, Alex who was sweating inwardly knew better not show his flustered side before the 

opponent not to lose the initiative in this negotiation. He got the lead thanks to Nyx's outburst so he had 

to maintain the facade not to get played. At the end of the day, he was nothing but a weakling, a chess 

piece who was trying to become a player, he had to make use of every opportunity. 

''So what do you want to do because I refuse to become your champion? Give me something useful first 

and I'll think about it.''  

His sentence means he did not entirely close the door to their proposal which delighted them. The 

second step to gain more in this negotiation had been taken. 
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After leaving the Divine world at the end of his negotiation with the gods, Alex appeared in the void, the 

place where he previously appeared at.  



''I will think about their proposal and discuss it with the others before taking any decision.'' He decided 

after thinking it through.  

〖I think it's better this way.〗Silveria seemed to share the thought like her master. 

Alex cracked his neck to the side as he asked. 

''Shall we go on a rampage?"  

〖As you command.〗Silveria itching for some fight and blood couldn't wait to be used to her master's 

heart's content. It gonna be fun she was sure of it. 

Alex stepped out of the void and appeared on one of the tallest buildings in the vicinity. 

The sun was high in the sky. Some said 'Sun rays illuminate heaven-bound highways for the lightest of 

feet to travel.' 

Currently, it would be more fitting to say Sun rays illuminate heaven-bound highways for a massacre to 

begin. 

Alex chuckled as he observed everything from a vintage point. He could see how organized the army of 

monsters was and because Alex didn't bother hiding his presence as he appeared, the enemy's 

commander, the strongest within the army of monsters noticed him right away and issued a command 

to attack. 

''Human, attack!"  

''Grrr!"  

''Grrr!"  

They started marching toward him directly with archers aiming their bows at him. 

The sight of a thousand monster's eyes on a single man was a sight to behold capable of making even a 

powerful Demigod shudder in fright but Alex was calm like a lake.  

''Let's start Nemesis transformation.'' He ordered and using an image of the gun he wants Silveria 

immediately transformed into it. It was a rifle. 

This weapon is terrifying, but in high demand and praised as a bang for your buck, due to its low 

manufacturing cost. 

The overall length of the weapon is 624mm, with a 548mm barrel and the weapon weighs around 5.2kg. 

It uses 7.62x39mm rounds, but other calibers are available. 

The weapon has an upper and lower receiver to allow for easier customization. The pistol grip is made 

out of wood, but can also be made out of metal and premium wood depending on your wishes. 

The stock is made out of walnut, but most other stock materials are widely available. The standard stock 

is detachable, but the semi-grip stock is slowly becoming the new standard. 



The standard issue magazine is a drum that carries 80 rounds, but plenty of other magazines are 

available. It has a lever mechanism to release the magazine. 

The selective fire modes are safe mode, automatic, and 2-round burst. 

This weapon was designed for the military with the purpose of updating the existing inventory. It was 

designed by a Turkish man named T. Almaz. 

There are three other variants of this weapon, but the plans for a less powerful civilian version have 

been delayed. 

The weapon is called the Y-G, but it usually goes by its nickname 'Vengeance'.  

Naturally, the rifle color was silver with beautiful carvings on it, the cross-shaped tattoo was in the 

middle of the rifle. 

Alex grinned as he held this masterpiece, he aimed with one knee on the ground.  

From the scope of the rifle, he could see the army of monsters rushing toward him while the archers 

were about to let loose their sharp iron arrows.  

Woooo!! 

A peculiar sensation coursed through him as hisI think you should take a look at  

Magic power traveled through his veins in his arms into the silver rifle to produce the bullet.  

Clink!  

There was a clinking sound in the gun's chamber while the bullet was being loaded.  

Alex was grinning from ear to ear and thought about the carnage he was about to commit.  

[Sunlight Bullet]  

BANG!  

As if a tank had fired a nuke, the gunshot rang out as a yellow bullet shot out from the gun's chamber 

and tore through the air creating a massive amount of heat as it headed toward the army.  

They couldn't react at all before the Sunlight Bullet exploded in the middle of the army of monsters, 

obliterating the archers and the nearby monsters. 

ƥandasnovel.com Kaboom!  

Limbs, flesh, and flew all over the place as hundred of monsters got erased in a gruesome manner 

startling the commander.  

''Not bad!" Alex admired his masterpiece for a moment before disappearing and the next moment he 

appeared in the middle of the confused monsters.  

''Nemesis, shotgun mode.'' He ordered and immediately she switched from the rifle mode to shotgun 

mode.  



This quadruple-barreled shotgun is a prototype, it's used across 2 continents as it's a versatile, high-

power weapon. 

The length of the weapon is 771mm and has a barrel length of 611mm. The weapon weighs 3kg. 

The caliber used in this weapon is a 16 gauge and uses a break-action firing mechanism. The ammo used 

most commonly is stingers, but it also takes sabots, rubber slugs, and flares. 

This shotgun comes with an English fishtail stock, but a trap stock and a Monte Carlo stock are also 

available. 

The stock is made out of a cheaper type of wood, but it can also be made out of plastic and an expensive 

wood if you so desire. 

There are custom carvings on the stock, but metal decorations or marble decorations are available as 

well. 

This weapon was designed by a Turkish man named T. Almaz who initially designed it for use in 

recreational sports, today it's used for civil protection, hunting, and riot control. 

The name of this weapon is the OT-ZA9, but it usually goes by its nickname, Patience.  

''And Bang!"  

Alex placed the shotgun before the head of an orc and blew its head away.  

He dodged a spear launched from the back without looking. He immediately aimed the shotgun at his 

back and fired without even looking.  

BANG!  

In the next instant, the air crackled with blue energy, and a bolt of lightning bullet ripped through the air 

and blew the monster's top only leaving from the waist to the lower body.  

THUD!  

The monster with its upper body blown up fell to the ground producing a thus sound.  

Alex had already moved switching to another mode.  

The Magical Gunslinger was going on a rampage.  
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The monster with its upper body blown up fell to the ground producing a thus sound.  

Alex had already moved switching to another mode.  

The Magical Gunslinger was going on a rampage.  

The Black Prince acquired the ability to switch modes, creating the weapons he remembered freely after 

his race evolved and his mana room (Mana capacity) increased.  



The new mode Silveria switched to was a revolver.  

This small revolver is a suitable choice amongst civilians who need an easy model to train with. 

  

Its stable weight makes it not demanding to handle. It has a great amount of firepower with 

extraordinary precision. 

This particular revolver comes with a cheaper metal grip, with ivory decorations, and a light-duty barrel, 

which could be ornamented if so desired. 

This weapon was originally designed as a result of a bet, but it soon turned into a new hype in many 

countries and is now in use by many recreational gun owners. 

Its official name is the UK-6LX, but it generally goes by its unofficial name: Malice.  

Using Xerox he duplicated Silveria first before switching to another revolver.  

This very small double-barreled derringer is a famous model amongst service people in need of an easy-

to-hide model. 

Its balanced weight makes it not hard to handle. It brings a lot of firepower with deadly precision. 

This particular double-barreled derringer comes with a wooden grip, with decoration gems, and a 

cheaper metal barrel, which could be gilded if so desired. 

This weapon was originally designed as a hobby, but it soon turned into a popular weapon around the 

world and is now in use by many military forces. 

Its official name is the OA-EAV, but it generally goes by its unofficial name: Envy.  

While holding Malice and Envy in his arms Alex moved, no dancing across the battlefield would be a 

more fitting description as it was indeed what he was doing.  

''Bullet Dance!"  

Bang! Bang! Bang!  

Every time he moved, a monster would fall to the ground, he would dodge the weapons launched at him 

while killing the one who launched them. His movements were simple yet elegant, there was not a 

single wasted move.  

The army of monsters was thrown into a complete chaos as they couldn't understand how a single man 

was capable of facing an army on his own.  

However, despite their confusion and fear this army still proved that they must not be underestimated 

as they quickly reorganized under their commandant's order.  

They were able to do it because the magicians in their rank launched attacks on Alex as a distraction.  



Alex laughed as he watched the enemy reorganize, he pointed Malice to the sky and fired a special 

bullet just above the army of monster's magicians. They hastily deployed their shield but unfortunately, 

it did no difference after Alex mumbled.  

[Thunder Calling Bullet] 

In an instant, the air crackled with blue energy, and a bolt of lightning ripped through the sky, crashing 

to the ground with a deafening roar. 

THUDUDUDUDUDD.I think you should take a look at  

Kwaaaaang!! 

The group of Seven Monster's magicians was almost obliterated. 

Alex was taken aback by the sheer power of this bullet. In his mind, he recalled that this bullet was not 

that powerful when he was using it in his illusionary dream, training with various monsters. What he 

forgot to consider was that there is a difference between training with illusions and the real thing 

because it couldn't be very accurate.  

Looking at the fleeing goblin shaman holding a beautiful staff, 198 centimeters (77 inches) of elegant 

buckeye form the base of this elegant staff. Rows of rings are carved along the entire staff and mark the 

position of the handle, which has been wrapped in cloth with gilded linings. 

The bottom ends in a gnarled, root-like stub made of obsidian and has been decorated with small talon-

like spikes in a row, giving them a spine-like appearance. 

The top is made out of refined crystal and has been crafted into a lantern-like shape, which has been 

decorated with thick fan-shaped ornamental pieces in a symmetric pattern. 

 Alex chuckled because of the goblin holding a staff bigger than itself, however, his amusement was 

short-lived as he knew he must get rid of this monster for him to be able to play to his heart's content 

because this goblin shaman not only could annoy him by casting various attack's spells, he could also 

cast buff spells on his allies, therefore he was to get rid of him as quickly as possible.  

Everything happened too fast, so fast that it was like a dream to the commander but he was still able to 

quickly react.  

''Protect Groom!" He ordered as loud as he could. 

Groom seems to be the name of the goblin shaman running away.  

 Goblins, hobgoblins, orcs, and various other monsters rushed toward Groom.  

Alex was amused summoned his mana and channeled it with fierce intensity into Malice before creating 

another special bullet he immediately fired at the fleeing Groom. 

BANG! 

This special bullet unleashed a shockwave into the air with a resounding boom. 

[Sound Wave Bullet] 



Paang!! 

The resulting sound wave rippled outward, traveling through the medium of air at the speed of sound. 

As the invisible force barreled forward, it rapidly closed in on the fleeing goblin shaman, quickly 

overtaking him. 

Tuong! 

With a deafening crash, the Sound Wave Bullet struck the monster, causing him to stumble and lose his 

footing in the middle of the monster with his staff flying a few meters across the ground. 

It was at that moment the commander launched an attack, a three meters long bone spear was sent 

toward Alex with deadly accuracy.  

Swoop!  

The bone spear blazed through the air causing air friction, it was rapidly closing and soon it was before 

Alex, everyone had foreseen the human's head getting skewed, even Groom who stood up at that 

moment with the help of one of the monsters had seen the same thing, it was then it happened.  

''Shadow Shift!"  

With a cruel grin on his face, Alex's shadow shifted his place with Groom who didn't have the time to 

register what happened before his head was blown up by the bone spear.  

Meanwhile, Alex who appeared in the middle of the monsters after using Shadow Shift on Groom 

grinned as he declared.  

''Bullet Dance!"  

And hell broke loose on the monsters. 
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The bone spear blazed through the air causing air friction, it was rapidly closing in and soon it was 

before Alex, everyone had foreseen the human's head getting skewed, even Groom who stood up at 

that moment with the help of one of the monsters nearby had seen the same thing, it was then it 

happened.  

''Shadow Shift!"  

With a cruel grin on his face, Alex's shadow shifted his place with Groom who didn't have the time to 

register what happened before his head was blown up by the bone spear.  

Meanwhile, Alex who appeared in the middle of the monsters after using Shadow Shift on Groom 

grinned as he declared.  

''Bullet Dance!"  

Bang! Bang!  



And hell broke loose on the monsters. 

Armed with Malice and Envy Alex slaughtered the monsters as if he was slaughtering cattle, in the span 

of a few more than half of the army of monsters had been slaughtered.  

Suddenly, Alex, who was about to continue with his slaughter before the commander get closer he 

frowned because his instinct warned him of danger, and without delay, he sidestepped dodging a deadly 

attack.  

Bang! Siiiii!  

There was a small explosion like a gunshot followed up by the ground melting.  

A hidden enemy had attacked him. Alex chuckled and used an ability he had not used in a while. His 

right eye flashed as he used foresight to see a glimpse of the future, the attack came from a far place, 

and he easily dodged the barrage of attacks. He could have done it without using foresight but he 

decided to make use of every ability he has. Skills are meant to be used if not they couldn't serve their 

purpose.  

''Got ya!" He mumbled and the Phantom Lizardman hiding and sniping Alex from afar felt a chill run 

down his spine. He had to escape as quickly as possible, he regretted sneaking into this building as his 

comrades were getting slaughtered but he couldn't go against his commandant's order. 

Meanwhile, Alex who had located the enemy was hiding. 

From a distance of approximately 200 meters away, Alex felt a presence, proving his hunch accurate – 

the enemy was indeed evading detection through some means other than distancing himself. 

As soon as he had located the position, he summoned his mana and swirled it around his right hand as 

the focal point.  

Woooo!! 

A peculiar sensation coursed through him as he felt the mana begin to invert, propelling it upwards and 

beyond the limits of space. 

[Thunder Calling] 

In an instant, the air crackled with blue energy, and a bolt of lightning ripped through the sky, crashing 

to the ground with a deafening roar. 

THUDUDUDUDUDD. 

Kwaaaaang!! 

Before the Phantom Lizardman could escape Alex's attack arrived and annihilated him together with the 

building he was on. 

The remaining monsters were frightened by this display and their dying courage got further lowered, 

almost making them flee for their lives, if only their commandant wasn't glaring at them from the rear, 

said commandant finally moved forward, and the crowd of monsters parted leaving him to pass. The 



three meters tall ogre with red skin dressed in a set of armor unsheathed his blade and pointed at Alex 

asking for a duel.  

Alex wore an amused grin on his face as he seized up the beast and his eyes lingered on the blade the 

latter was pointing at him.  

A fairly short, narrow, straight blade made of bronze is held by a grip wrapped in gilded, bronze buffalo 

skin.I think you should take a look at  

The razor-sharp point makes this weapon a perfect choice if you wish to puncture your enemies to 

death with ruthless speed and precision. 

The blade has a broad, slightly curved cross-guard, adding weight to the blade for a better weight 

balance, as well as offering hand protection during battle. The cross-guard has a lavish miniature sword 

on each side, this weapon is clearly meant to be taken care of with dedication. 

A massive pommel is decorated with a rare gem, fancy decorations for a fancy sword. 

The blade itself is unadorned. No markings, no decorations, and no engravings, but the blade will surely 

be decorated in battle. 

This weapon is used by champions and proven fighters. An exceptional weapon for exceptional fighters. 

''What a fine blade,'' Alex commented despite being a total novice when it comes to weapons like these 

but the enemy was unaware of this. 

''Sure, let's fight.'' Alex accepted the command's request for a duel, he was bored anyway, this could be 

entertaining for him. 

Unaware of his fate, the ogre nodded happy to have his request for a duel granted.  

''Grang Cross Slash!" The commandant announced the name of his skill as he activated it. Despite its 

enormous build, he was fast as a cheetah, unleashing his blade's skill. 

The commandant slowly closed the distance between him and Alex, and he noticed his forehead was 

dripping with sweat because the enemy was too calm that it was disturbing. 

Finally, Alex lifted his arms and kept both of his fists raised and was clearly trying to gauge the right time 

to leap forward and strike.  

Alex lunged first, positioning his body low as he darted forward to avoid the ogre's inevitable attack. But 

the commandant was able to track Alex's every move and try to unleash his attack. 

"Gwagh!" Unfortunately for the commandant, Alex's lightning fist buried itself in the monster's 

abdomen before he could even move a muscle. 

The commandant retched violently as he was hurled backward, his body instantly making a crater in the 

wall on the far end of the crowd as he struck it full force.  

BAM! 



Silence, absolute silence fell on the battlefield as the monsters were shocked to witness their 

commandant the mighty Ogre get defeated so easily.  

Alex crossed his arms and his head tilted to the side as he remarked. 

''Don't tell me that this is all you've got as the mighty commandant ?''  

With total disregard for the commandant, Alex's eyes were like he was looking at a bug that infuriated 

them . 

''I'll be disappointed otherwise,'' Alex added with a smug expression.  

It happened at that moment. 

Boom!  

''Y-you lowly human!"  

A berserk energy exploded from the ogre's body, he seemed to have gone berserk.  

A second round was about to start. 
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''Don't tell me that this is all you've got as the mighty commandant?''  

With total disregard for the commandant, Alex's eyes were like he was looking at a bug that infuriated 

them. 

''I'll be disappointed otherwise,'' Alex added with a smug expression.  

It happened at that moment. 

Boom!  

''Y-you lowly human!"  

A berserk energy exploded from the ogre's body, he seemed to have gone berserk.  

A second round was about to start. 

This berserk energy transformed into an ominous armor that covered the ogre's body like some kind of 

malevolent armor. His strength increased as well.  

Just as the monster thought that maybe with his current strength he could make Alex pay, the latter 

seemed to have reached his yawn and unleashed Nyx, the sky darkened and he declared. 

''Hell's Bullet!"  

From the black gun, a red bullet was fired, and time seemed to have stopped. The ogre knew he was 

done for, the red bullet disappeared and appeared behind the ogre with Alex declaring. 



''Hell's Gate — release!" 

To Ogre's shock, a large creepy-looking gate appeared behind him. It was edged with dark stones 

mortared together, while the double doors themselves were made of a heavy enough to let two meters-

looking metal and a large tall creature pass through them without needing to stop. 

Instead of doorknobs, large weighty rings were attached to the doors, and it seemed like those were the 

things you needed to pull if you wished to open the gate. 

Above the twin doors was a sign that read: 

[Abandon All Hope Ye Who Enter Here as only Hell await Ye] which only added to the overall ominous 

vibe it was giving off. 

"Where did this gate spring from?" asked the frightened ogre, who had spun around to look at the 

structure. 

"Hm? What's this? Now it's opening by itself?" He said trying to calm down his rising temperature. 

The heavy doors slowly swung outward in a smooth motion without any hint of creaking, as if a pair of 

butlers were gently pulling the handles. 

Even though the gate appeared to be a flat freestanding object that wasn't connected to anything. 

Instead, there was a pitch that appeared to be a rippling black void beyond. 

All of a sudden, a cacophony of macabre, garbled sounds emanated from the void, and the commandant 

let out an earsplitting shriek at the sight that met her eyes. A mass of tricolored tentacles wormed their 

way out of the gate, each appendage sporting a bleached skull, a hand, an arm, an ear, a giant eyeball, 

or some other body part protruding from random places, like mushrooms on a log.I think you should 

take a look at  

Aside from the skulls, every hand, arm, and eyeball affixed to a tentacle was paired with its mouth, and 

each one had a set of teeth that came in varying shapes and sizes. Some teeth were perfectly aligned, 

while others were jagged and uneven. Some were arranged in rows like you'd see on certain species of 

sharks, while other mouths looked like the kind you might find on an old person, complete with 

decaying and even missing teeth. This gruesome, hair-raising mass of monsters lunged toward the ogre. 

"What? No!" The ogre screamed. "Stay away from me — Aaaargh!" 

It was too late. The disfigured tentacles had already wrapped themselves around the commandant and 

were starting to tear away at his flesh ignoring his armor with their monstrous array of teeth. 

Enough of the tentacled creatures had set upon him for the natural assumption to be that it'd take less 

than three seconds for him to be completely consumed while she was still breathing, but this wasn't the 

case. 

Every time the ogre lost a chunk of flesh, it would immediately regenerate itself, providing the monsters 

with even more to feed on. 

Unfortunately for the ogre, however, the pain and the sensation of being eaten alive were all too real 

and hid foe wailed throughout the excruciating ordeal. 



"Huumann! Lebbee out of this! Helb!" The ogre yelled as he struggled to speak with the growing crush 

of predatory tentacles choking him and tearing him apart. 

The appendages began to drag him toward the open gate, and while he did attempt to struggle against 

these monsters, it was all in vain, because they just kept chewing off him constantly regenerating his 

arms and legs. 

Nyx's Hell Bullet: Hell's Gate unleashed demonic spawn equal to the amount of mana Alex poured into 

the bullet, plus it had the added facet of ratcheting up the pain and intensity of the grisly torture based 

on how deeply the vengeful user despised their enemy. 

"Man, this bullet is sure scary. I'm glad I've found the perfect guinea pig to test on.''  

The other monsters were too scary to even do anything as they watched their commandant suffer 

endless pain. 

Each time an arm was ripped off, he grew another. Each time a monster chomped off his entire 

shoulder, it regenerated itself. Each time he was disemboweled, his internal organs would get fully 

restored just in time for another round of evisceration. 

The carnivorous tentacles were constantly ripping the poor ogre to pieces, their actions fueled by the 

amount of mana Alex put in while creating this bullet. He had put more than half of his mana into 

making the Hell's Bullet. 

"Human! Stob these things! Helb!" The monster screeched as he couldn't form any proper sentence 

anymore. 

"Let me go! Please!" 

But his pleading was all for nothing. The teeth dragged him through the gate filled with appendages as 

he screamed like a wounded wildcat and the commotion only ceased when the double doors had 

slammed shut behind him. 

As soon as they did, the Hell's Gate automatically shrank and transformed into a black bullet. 

To be more specific on the nature of this bullet, the Hell's Bullet was used for detaining and torturing an 

adversary. 

A prisoner would spend an entire day trapped inside the box with the monsters whose numbers 

corresponded to the number of crimes committed by the detainee before their ensnarement. 

Once the day was up, the Hell's Gate would have finished serving its purpose which is to torture and 

steal from its prisoner. The person imprisoned would lose all his mana, a part of it would be transferred 

to Alex while the other part would serve as fuel for the gate to work. A nasty bullet. 

''Well, time for some clean-up." Alex declared after storing away the black bullet. The monsters started 

fleeing after their commandant got done in but Alex grinned because he was not letting a single monster 

get away, he wouldn't be letting such precious XP get away, a meal served is meant to be eaten not 

wasted. 

Another hell broke loose. 



 


